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A
n objective for UK plc is the

development of a more environmentally

benign agriculture that is ecologically as

well as economically sustainable. To help achieve

this objective, IGER needs new genes, to continue its

programme of varietal improvement and

diversification and to advance its research

programme. A new approach promises to contribute

to all these needs, delivering on the agricultural,

environmental and research fronts. 

Improving the grassland crop

Pastures and meadows are primitive crops. Unlike

other crops, modern cultivars of forage grasses and

legumes belong to the same species as their wild

relatives, and freely hybridise with them. Cultivars

can be so similar to wild populations that it can be

difficult to distinguish them. Moreover, the

agronomic performance of naturally occurring

ecotypes can be as good as or better than that of

advanced cultivars, at least in some respects. 

As a result, ecotype selection has made a major

contribution to past progress in breeding forage

grasses and legumes. Superior genotypes were

sought primarily by collecting plants from well

managed, productive pastures and evaluating their

agronomic potential.

However, it is likely that IGER's breeders are

nearing the limit of improvement achievable through

ecotype selection, especially for the most advanced

species (Italian and perennial ryegrass). In addition,

in recent years there have been rapid changes in

expectations from grassland production, with

concomitant changes in breeding and research

objectives. We now need a wide range of genes, e.g.

for stress tolerance, that used to be rejected because

they had little value for intensive agriculture.

Where are the novel genes we need?

Closely related species provide one possible source

of novel genes, through a programme of interspecific

hybridisation and backcrossing. A second possibility

is to introduce genes from any source by the modern

technologies for genetic manipulation. IGER already

has well-developed research programmes examining

these possibilities. The Genetic Resources Unit at

IGER has identified a third possibility, which

involves exploiting the more diverse, natural gene

pools of Lolium and Trifolium (see the box above).
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Figure 9.1 The distribution of grassland habitats sampled
during collecting expeditions, to illustrate the change in
collecting strategy after 1990. In total, 43 populations were
collected from Ireland, 976 in the 20 years from 1972 to 1991,
and 199 in the three years from 1992 to 1995). Of these, 3, 98 and
122 respectively were from non-agricultural grasslands
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THE NEW
We expect to broaden the range of naturally-evolved genotypes that we collect by 

extending the range ofgrassland habitats to include 
non-agricultural grasslands.We particularly expect to improve the 

acquisition of genes for stress tolerance

THE OLD
Collecting expeditions used to be targeted at well-managed, productive pastures.

These were considered likely to contain phenotypes that could be easily incorporated into new varieties

Cold tolerance from Teesdale

Drought & flooding tolerance
from riverbeds

Trampling tolerance from tourist sites From gutters

Gene-mixing by natural
dispersal along tracks

Shade tolerance 
from woods

Figure 9.2  The distribution of grassland habitats sampled during collecting expeditions, to illustrate the change in collecting strategy after
the expedition to Poland in 1990.
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Up to 1990, the majority of IGER plant collections

were from a limited range of habitats, mostly from

improved agricultural grasslands (Figure 9.1 and

Figure 9.2). This provided source material for plant

breeding to improve grassland production. These old

IGER collections include relatively small amounts of

variation. Moreover, they may be especially poor in

precisely the genes that we now need for further

progress in breeding and research.

Therefore, in 1992 we revised our collecting

strategy. We now seek every possible habitat

containing ryegrass and white clover. Habitats as

diverse as quarries, monastery courtyards, football

pitches, scrubland, footpaths, picnic grounds,

mountain tops, airfields, woodlands and sand dunes

have been sought and sampled (Figure 9.2). 

Impacts on diversity - initial results

In 1993 we mounted a collecting expedition in

Bulgaria, and in 1997 completed preliminary

evaluations of the populations for yield in small

plots. We have classified the collecting sites into (a)

pastures, which would have been sampled under the

old collecting strategy, and (b) other sites, which

would probably not have been sampled (Figure 9.3).
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Naturally occurring diversity 

Species such as ryegrass and white clover have

broad ecological ranges with respect to many

environmental gradients and stresses. Their

ranges include non-agricultural as well as

agricultural grasslands. In addition they are

genetically highly variable for almost every

characteristic studied, be it the physical

appearance of the plants, their chemical

composition, or their responses to environmental

stimuli such as CO2 concentration, temperature,

grazing, etc. 

Some of this genetic variation is evolutionarily

adaptive; that is, loosely, the characteristics of a

plant confer on it an improved ability to survive

and reproduce in the environment in which it

occurs. So, for example, genes for drought

tolerance tend to occur in populations occupying

frequently droughted environments.

Agricultural management of grasslands involves

improving productivity partly by reducing

stresses, e.g by irrigating, fertilizing, liming,

controlled grazing. In contrast, non-agricultural

grasslands include a wide range of extreme and

stressful habitats. We expect these ecotypes to be

particularly rich in genes for stress tolerance that

are missing from agricultural grasslands: e.g.

trampling tolerance in sports turf, cobbled roads

and pathways; shade tolerance under trees; cold

tolerance on mountain tops; drought tolerance in

sand; waterlogging tolerance in river beds etc. 

Other factors contributing to natural genetic

variation include random drift in small

populations and hybridisation between nearby

populations occupying contrasting

environments. Such conditions also occur

primarily in non-agricultural situations such as

along tracks and verges and at the ecological

extremes of the species distribution.

Therefore we expect that the genetic variation in

ecotypes occurring in well-managed grasslands

encompasses only a small proportion of the total

genetic variation in the gene pool of the species.
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Populations from non-agricultural grasslands were

more variable than those from agricultural

grasslands and than the control varieties. The six

populations with the highest spring yield,

outperforming even the best control varieties, were

all from non-agricultural grasslands. The

populations with the lowest spring yield were also

from non-agricultural grasslands. In contrast, the

populations from agricultural grasslands were

broadly similar to the control varieties, both in their

mean and in their variance.

For comparison, we have taken corresponding data

from an old collection (Ireland 1981) that was

targeted almost entirely at agricultural grasslands

(Figure 9.1). Figure 9.4 confirms that this expedition

was relatively unsuccessful in acquiring novel

diversity for spring yield.

The results shown confirm our general theoretical

predictions that the new collecting strategy is

acquiring novel genetic diversity. We have yet to

undertake the more costly assessment of genetic

variation in stress tolerance, and so have not yet been

able to test our specific predictions about the

evolution of stress tolerance in non-agricultural

grasslands. We had no prior expectation of acquiring

greater genetic diversity for spring growth; to this

extent the results suggest our predictions may be

more generally applicable than originally thought.

Benefits and challenges

Among the major benefits of this new approach is

that the genes have already been ecologically

"tested" by evolution. They have been proven to

work in the field, and are proven components of

ecologically sustainable systems. Moreover, there

are no biological barriers to hybridizing the plants

with advanced cultivars in order to make further

progress.

Contact: ruaraidh.hamilton@bbsrc.ac.uk

.
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Figure 9.4 The distribution of spring yields among
populations of ryegrass collected from Ireland in 1981. Nine
varieties were used as controls: Aurora, Condesa, Cropper, Melle,
Melino, Ruanui, Talbot, S23 and S24.

Figure 9.3 The distribution of spring yields among
populations of ryegrass collected from Bulgaria in 1993. Five
varieties were used as controls: Cropper, Liprior, Parcour, Talbot
and Vigor.
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